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ABSTRACT
Social network sites (SNSes) comprise one of the most popu-
lar networked applications of late, with hundreds of millions
of users. Collecting and analysing data from such systems
creates myriad ethical issues and challenges for researchers
both in networked systems and other fields, as highlighted
by recent media sensitivity about research studies that have
used data from Facebook. In our workshop contribution we
discuss recent work that we have been carrying out in the
area of responsible SNS research, revolving around themes
of reproducibility, consent, incentives, and creating ethical
workflows.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most popular networked systems of late is the

social network site (SNS) [3]. With millions of people us-
ing Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, Instagram and the like on a
daily basis, these systems have provided an important source
of data for researchers in computer science, social science,
psychology and more [4]. With sensitive and private data
being shared, sometimes inadvertently, it is paramount that
researchers treat such studies with care. Two recent stud-
ies using Facebook data, one studying emotion [10], and an-
other studying political opinion [2], led to many news stories
(e.g., [5]) raising concerns that data were collected without
appropriate consent, and these are not the first to attract
such attention [19].

We have been conducting some work in the area of respon-
sible SNS research that we believe would be of relevance to
this workshop, and we would welcome the opportunity to
discuss the various challenges in this forum.
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2. CHALLENGES

2.1 Reproducibility
An important part of the nascent interest in ethical and

responsible research is the dissemination of best practices.
Events such as this one, and similar events at CSCW, ICWSM
and so forth do this. But another way to disseminate infor-
mation about what researchers do is to improve the docu-
mentation and sharing of information (data collection prac-
tices, data analysis practices, and even better the data them-
selves) that relate to a particular research artefact. There
has been a huge push in this area recently, with many re-
searchers and new initiatives urging research to be made
more reproducible.

In a recent study [8] we looked at 505 papers that used
SNS data published between 2011 and 2013, to determine
the state of the art in reproducible SNS research. Each pa-
per was checked against ten criteria, looking at the extent
of documentation and sharing of the paper’s code, methods,
and data. Unfortunately we found that only one paper met
all ten criteria. Particularly poorly documented was indeed
the ethics considerations for each study; this included a lack
of information about whether ethics committee or Institu-
tional Review Board (IRB) approval had been obtained, how
participants were informed about the procedures of a study
or how consent was obtained, and how data were sanitised or
otherwise protected. The situation is not all bad; in particu-
lar papers in venues such as SOUPS (Symposium On Usable
Privacy and Security), which requires an appendix outlining
ethical considerations, and WPES (Workshop on Privacy in
the Electronic Society), which allows but does not require
such appendices, did better than others. But clearly this is
an area that might benefit from improvements. One issue
in making such information easily accessible to readers and
reviewers is the variation between ethics procedures. We
looked at this as part of a PhD summer school last year [1],
where ten ethics forms from universities in the UK, US, EU
and Asia were studied. We found that the ten forms featured
145 different attributes, only two of which were common to
all ten forms (the name of the principal investigator, and
whether informed consent was sought), making it difficult
to generalise or compare these procedures.

We are keen to discuss whether our requirements for en-
coding the reproducibility of SNS studies are shared by the
community. Is meeting our ten metrics sufficient to re-
produce any SNS study, or are there types of experiments
which use SNS data which introduce new reproducibility
challenges?
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2.2 Consent
One of the common elements in the aforementioned ethics

forms was informed consent, and indeed this is something
that is considered the cornerstone of ethical research. Many
SNS studies do not ask for consent, with some arguing that
it is unnecessary [18]. But for those studies that do obtain
consent, one common way is what has been termed “secured
consent” [11], where a checkbox at the beginning of an exper-
iment indicates that a participant is willing to share all their
SNS information with a researcher. We explored whether
this assumption holds true in a study that compared what
Facebook information participants would be willing to share
when they were told that they were participating in a health
study or in a computer science study; our hypothesis was
that participants would opt to share information that was
more relevant to the purposes of the study [13]. We found
that secured consent was inappropriate in that there were
various types of information (in particular photos and photo
albums) that participants were unwilling to share with re-
searchers. This has implications for studies which conduct
wholesale collection of data from people’s SNS accounts.

If secured consent is insufficient, then one alternative might
be to ask participants before each piece of data is collected
by a researcher. But this can be burdensome in longitudi-
nal or large-scale experiments, where participants may not
want to be bothered by requests for information, but at the
same time might be uncomfortable with divulging different
types of information to researchers. We have been exploring
the use of Nissenbaum’s model of contextual integrity [16] to
reduce the burden of asking for consent in SNS studies, by
only asking for consent when we predict that informational
norms have been violated [7].

We would like to discuss the challenges other researchers
encounter when acquiring consent for such studies. Can we
determine best practices for using language which meaning-
fully conveys to participants how potentially sensitive SNS
data are used, and consider whether other means of captur-
ing consent may be more appropriate for such studies?

2.3 Incentives
Consent can also be affected by power relationships be-

tween researcher and participant, in particular through the
use of incentives. We have explored the use of incentives
in location-based advertising [9], but would be interested in
discussing how to best use or design incentives for partici-
pation in SNS studies, and the ethical challenges associated
with introducing incentives.

2.4 Workflow
Various researchers have proposed guidelines for SNS re-

search [12, 17], while others believe that ethics is contextual
or situational [15, 14] as concerns may change over the course
of study. We believe that regardless of whether fixed or flexi-
ble guidelines are in place, it would be use of to researchers if
they were able to exchange information about best practices
and exactly what had been done for particular experiments.
We have built a workflow system for our own SNS experi-
ments [6] that allows the creation of experimental policies,
enforces the policies when data are collected or used, and
lets researchers exchange these policies to disseminate best
practices.

We have developed these tools for our own purposes, but
we would like to discuss whether the language we have de-

veloped for capturing the workflow of an experiment is suffi-
ciently expressive. We are interested in learning more about
the studies others are running, and encourage others to try
out our system, helping us steer the development of addi-
tional functionality to support studies we had not antici-
pated in its original design.

3. CONCLUSION
To conclude, our work aims to address some of the ethi-

cal challenges in SNS research, specifically, reproducibility,
consent, incentives and workflow. We invite feedback about
the appropriateness of our approaches, and would welcome
the opportunity to contribute to discussion of the myriad
other challenges to improve the state of the art in ethics
and responsible networked systems research.
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